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Black & Olive Lump
This pulsating lure will tempt the canniest  

spring trout, says Rob Denson

THE SHARP-EYED among you will 
have already recalled the Black and 
Olive Lump, which I described all  
too briefly in my “Early Season Flies” 
feature in April 2015. The Lump  
was a mere three seasons old then,  

a promising youngster with a bright future. Two 
seasons later, it has fulfilled its potential and is  
a regular first-choice on my early season team-
sheet. Allow me then to put some meat on the  
bone, to expand on this meaty mouthful.

With odd exceptions to the rule, early season  
loch and reservoir work is about sunk lines and 
slow retrieves. It’s easy to forget that as we start  
our season full of hope, buoyed by longer, brighter 
days, water temperatures are still as low, if not 
lower, than they have been all winter. Trout take 
their time to shake off their winter torpor and  
until the water temperatures rises, and with  
it the blood temperature and metabolic rate  
of the trout, it pays to keep things “relaxed”. 

Simple wet-flies, nymphs and lures are the 

mainstay of this transitional phase, depending  
on your predilections. The Lump falls squarely into 
the latter category but don’t fall into the trap of 
thinking that this or any other lure is a last resort 
or needs to be stripped at the speed of sound. 
Marabou – which forms 90 per cent of the Lump’s 
structure and is a favourite choice for lures – works 
best when fished on the slow side, or if any degree 
of pace is involved, with brief pauses or an erratic 
pace. If you’ve ever watched a marabou fly closely 
in the water, you’ll have noticed the staggering 
increase in volume and body that occurs as the fly 
slows and pauses. It’s as if the marabou inflates, 
changing instantly from a thin, straight, lifeless 
stick to an animated fluffy, puffy morsel. 

In standard marabou-based lures and mini-lures 
(Cormorants and Cats, for example) the wings and 
tails provide this movement. The Lump exploits 
these properties in a slightly different way by 
incorporating spun marabou in the body of the fly. 
Using a shorter staple (the length of the fibres), 
packed densely into the body, the whole fly literally 
breathes and pulses in a seductive way. The effect is 
further accentuated by the fly’s chunky profile  
and squat proportions. 

To fully exploit the properties of the marabou and 
the design of the Lump, I recommend a slow figure-
of-eight retrieve, punctuated with brief pauses. 
Getting the fly to inflate and pulse is critical, and 
this won’t happen at a steady pace. The slightly 
erratic nature of the figure-of-eight is perfect. 

Position on the cast is less critical, as is line 
choice. My favoured positions are top dropper  
or tail, governed largely by the flies chosen to 
accompany the Lump and the density of the line. 
The top-dropper position seems to suit it best on 
faster-sinking lines, and the tail for slower-sinking 
or floating lines, with nymphs (Crunchers, Diawl 
Bachs etc) on the droppers.  
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TYING TIPS 
n  Tying sequence: tail, body, wing, wing-slips, hackle.

n  The dubbing-loop technique is needed for the 
application of the marabou to the body of the fly. 
Place about one third to a half of one side of a plume 
into the loop, then trim the wider, stem ends as close 
to the loop as you dare, leaving about one inch of the 
tips standing at right angles to the loop. Spin until the 
fibres are locked in tight on the loop, then wind down 
the shank towards the eye.

n  Try other colour schemes. Cat colours (chartreuse 
tail and body, white wing, orange hackle) are an 
outstanding combination, as are black/green, black/
orange and all black.

Hook Size 8-10 Kamasan B175  Tail Marabou, dyed honey olive
Body Black marabou, spun and wound in a dubbing loop

Wing Brown olive over honey-olive marabou  Wing slips Mirage or 
similar  Hackle Brown-olive or olive hen  Thread Black UTC
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